Economic Enslavement
As human beings, we need order and moral structure, which is essential for civilization to function.
However, this fact has been mistaken for the idea that civilization needs “government.” Only one who has
no knowledge of the origin of this word would believe such a thing. Govern is a Latin word meaning
“Control,” and Ment is a Latin word meaning “Mind”. Thus, “Govern-Ment” bears the exact meaning of
“Mind Control” or “Control of the Mind.” The illusion of government is a common source of confusion in
society today, as it is mistakenly acknowledged to be a legitimate system of leadership. However, there is
a distinct difference between leadership and government. Leadership requires the leader to serve the people,
whereas government requires the people to serve the government. Leadership demonstrates and teaches
others how to become leaders while government demands obedience according to the terms of selected
officials, regardless of fairness, and those who refuse become victims of the system set in place by the
power structure instituted by the selected officials.
So then, what exactly is ‘power’? Power is control, and control of the mind (govern-ment) must involve the
capability to influence mental faculty. Therefore, psychological manipulation is the key to attaining
‘control’ over another person. The regulation of provision attracts consumers in a specific direction, and
can be utilized to build a dependency in the minds of the consumers. The more the consumer becomes
dependent on the system, the more control the system has over the consumer. A unique strategy must be
implemented in order to achieve such a deceptive illusion rather than blunt force so that the consumers
remain oblivious of why they are under such authority.
Simple math proves that the amount of money spent on just World War I alone was enough to clothe, house
and feed every human being on earth at that time. Compare the average cost of living with the amount of
money spent on World War I, and then figure the population. The math is very simple. Simple math will
also show that the earth is massive enough for at least 15 billion INDIVIDUALS to inhabit at least their
own ENTIRE ACRE of land. This is because the total land surface area of the earth is about 57,308,738
square miles, of which about 33% is desert and about 24% is mountainous. Subtracting this uninhabitable
57% (32,665,981 mi2) from the total land area leaves 24,642,757 square miles or 15.77 billion acres of
habitable land. Unfortunately, there are just over 7 billion people who inhabit the earth today and less than
30 percent of that 7 billion have the available means to attain the privilege of gaining the opportunity to
purchase or inherit a miniscule piece of land to live on while the rest of the population is struggling to
survive. There is no valid excuse for this, and as will be shown in this assessment, this is deliberate.
Ultimately, this depriving reality is only achievable through the regulated distribution of necessities which
are none other than natural resources. The only other element required to operate this system of misfortune
is to influence the belief that the “governmental” structure is “needed.” Understand that all life comes from
water, and all life depends on water. Thus, the regulation of water is the regulation of life itself. In other
words, he who controls the water supply controls life. Unfortunately, most of mankind has been tricked
into believing that the earth’s resources rightfully belong to only a select few. Amazingly, society has been
duped into believing that the earth’s resources are not obtainable without subservience to another human
being! Of course we are all supposed to ‘work’ for our necessities. That is the law of living. A fruit tree
won’t fill the basket for you, nor will an animal slaughter itself for you. Unquestionably, we must labor for
our fruit. But should we labor for money?

“Nowadays, people know the price of everything and the value of nothing.” Oscar Wilde
“Some people are so poor that all they have is money.” Patrick Meagher
Society has been gradually conditioned to redefine “success” as the obtainment of money. People use it
every day to “stay alive” and yet, most of society has not investigated the origins of it, how it works, who
makes it, and why. This is because the answer lies in the world’s most neglected subject: Economics.
Economics is often viewed with confusion and boredom. Thus, it remains the most unquestioned form of
faith in the world today. Faith is trust in the unseen, and people trust the dollar and rely on it, and worship
it without even having true knowledge of its origin, purpose, function, or effect. Endless amounts of
complex financial jargon are politically orchestrated to conceal and mask the true detrimental effects of this
global paralyzing system of socialism.
Socialism – any of various economic and political theories advocating collective or governmental
ownership and administration of the means of production and distribution of goods.
The dollar is born in a place called the Federal Reserve, which is the private central bank of the United
States. Most people do not know who owns it, who runs it, or how it operates. It creates debt and exists
“only for our well-being.” So where did it come from?
The first act of the Federal Reserve Bill was called the Aldrich Bill, and was unsuccessful. So the bill
underwent some twisting of words and was reintroduced as the ‘Glass Owen Bill’ which was signed by 33rd
degree Freemason, Woodrow Wilson in 1913. The Federal Reserve Act was not drafted in congress. Rather,
it was drafted on a private British-owned island called Jekyll Island off the coast of Georgia in 1910. The
bill was drafted under great secrecy. Jekyll Island was a retreat for billionaires such as William Rockefeller
and J.P. Morgan. In 1910, Senator Nelson Aldrich, who was also the chair of the National Monetary
Commission, sent his private railroad car to the New Jersey railroad station where he and five other men
were instructed to come one at a time and to act as though none of them knew each other. Nelson Aldrich
(who wrote the original bill) was a business associate of J.P. Morgan as well as the father-in-law of John
D. Rockefeller Jr. Moreover, the money is not printed at the Federal Reserve Bank, but is printed at the
Department of Treasury. The Department of the Treasury is an executive department and the treasury of
the United States federal government. It was established by an Act of Congress in 1789 (the same year the
French Revolution broke out) to manage government revenue. The Department is administered by the
Secretary of the Treasury, who is a member of the Cabinet. The first Secretary of the Treasury
was Alexander Hamilton, who was sworn into office on September 11, 1789. George Washington, a 33rd
degree Freemason, the first U.S. president, appointed Hamilton this position. Hamilton almost singlehandedly worked out the nation’s early financial system. His portrait is on the obverse of the U.S. ten-dollar
bill while the Treasury Department building is shown on the reverse.

Modern Money Mechanics
Years ago, the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago published a workbook on bank reserves and deposit
expansions entitled, Modern Money Mechanics. This publication detailed the institutionalized practice of
money creation as utilized by the Federal Reserve and the web of global commercial banks it supports. On
the opening page, the document states its objective:

“The purpose of this booklet is to describe the basic process of money creation in a ‘Fractional Reserve’
banking system.” – Modern Money Mechanics
It then proceeds to describe this process by means of various, complex banking terminology; a simplified
translation reads as follows:
The United States requests “10 billion dollars” (for instance) from the Federal Reserve who in turn buys
“10 billion dollars” in government “bonds” from the U.S. So, the government produces some official
looking pieces of paper with fancy designs and calls them “treasury bonds.” The government then invents
a value on these “bonds” which bring them to the sum of “10 billion dollars,” and sends it to the Federal
Reserve. Officials at the Federal Reserve invent some fancy pieces of paper as well, however, they label
them “Federal Reserve Notes” with of course, a designated value of “10 billion dollars.” The “bonds” are
then traded for the “notes.”
Upon completion of this exchange, the government deposits this “10 billion dollars” in “Federal Reserve
Notes” into a bank account. Once deposited, these “notes” then become “Legal Tender” adding “10 billion
dollars” to the U.S. money supply.
Today, however, this transaction is electronically conducted through a high tech computer program
involving absolutely no paper whatsoever. For those unaware, only 2 percent of the entire money supply
exists in physical currency while the other 98 percent exists in computers alone.
Government “bonds” are instruments of debt by design. The Federal Reserve purchases these “bonds” with
money invented from nothing. Also, the government actually promises to pay back this “debt” to the Federal
Reserve. In simpler terms, money is made out of debt! Hence, money is debt!
So, the worthless exchange is complete and the 10 billion dollar deposit sits in a commercial bank account
somewhere. Based on the fractional reserve practice, this “10 billion dollars” instantly becomes part of the
bank’s reserve just as any other deposit does. According to reserve requirements as stated in Modern Money
Mechanics,
“Finally, it (a bank) must maintain legally required reserves equal to a prescribed percentage of its
deposits.”
It then specifies this percentage by stating, “Under current regulations, the reserve requirement against
most transaction accounts is 10 percent.”
This means that, 10 percent of the 10 billion dollar deposit (1 billion) is held as the “required” reserve while
the other 9 billion is considered an “excessive” reserve and can be used as the basis for new loans. It would
be reasonable to assume that this 9 billion is literally coming out of the existing 10 billion dollar deposit,
although, that isn’t the case at all. In actuality, this 9 billion is literally made out of nothing on top of the
existing 10 billion dollar deposit. This is how the money supply is expanding.
“Of course, they (the banks) do not really pay out loans from the money they receive as deposits. If they
did this, no additional money would be created. What they do when they make loans is to accept
promissory notes (“loan contracts”) in exchange for credits (“money”) to the barrowers’ transaction
accounts.” – Modern Money Mechanics

In other words, the 9 billion can come out of nothing simply because there is a demand for such a loan and
there is a 10 billion dollar deposit to satisfy the reserve requirements.
Assume somebody walks into this bank and barrows this newly available 9 billion dollars. They will then
most likely take that money, and deposit it into their own bank account. So, the process repeats. That deposit
becomes part of the bank’s reserves, 10 percent is isolated, and 90 percent of the 9 billion (8.1 billion)
becomes newly created money available for more loans. That 8.1 billion can be loaned out and re-deposited
creating an additional 7.2 billion to 6.5 billion and so on. This deposit-money creation/loan cycle can
infinitely continue. The average mathematical result shows that 90 billion dollars can be created on top of
the original 10 billion. In simpler terms, for every deposit that occurs in the banking system, around NINE
TIMES that amount can be created out of nothing despite the fact that the original deposit was made out of
nothing to begin with. What is giving this newly created money value? The new money steals value from
the existing money supply. The total pool of money is being increased irrespective to the demand for goods
and services. As supply and demand finds equilibrium, prices rise diminishing the purchase power of each
individual dollar. This is generally referred to as “inflation”. In actuality, inflation is a hidden tax on the
public.
Expanding the money supply without there being an equally proportional expansion of goods and services
in the economy will always debase a currency. Since 1913, when the Federal Reserve was established, the
dollar has decreased in value literally nearly 99 percent as of today. In our financial system, money is debt,
and debt is money. Every dollar in our wallet is owed to somebody by somebody. Remember, the only way
money can come into existence is by loans. If everyone in the country including the government were able
to pay off all debts, there wouldn’t be a single dollar in circulation.

“If there were no debts in our money system, there would be no money.”
Marriner Eccies – Governor of the Federal Reserve (September 30th 1941 House Committee Hearing on
Banking and Currency)
The last time in American history the entire national debt was paid off was in 1835 when President Andrew
Jackson shut down the central bank that preceded the Federal Reserve. Jackson’s entire political platform
revolved around his commitment to shut down the central bank.

“The bold efforts the present bank has made to control the government
are but premonitions of the fate that awaits the American people should
they be deluded into a perpetuation of this institution, or the establishment
of another like it.” – President Andrew Jackson
“The real truth of the matter is, as you and I know, that a financial element
in the larger centers has owned the Government ever since the days of
Andrew Jackson.” – A letter written by Franklin D. Roosevelt to Colonel House, November 21,
1933

“It is well enough that people of the nation do not understand our banking
and monetary system, for if they did, I believe there would be a revolution
before tomorrow morning.” – Henry Ford
Since all money is created out of debt and circulated through commerce, people become detached from
their original debt and disequilibrium exists where people are forced to compete for labor in order to pull
enough money out of the money supply to cover their costs of survival. The real fraudulent core of this
system is the application of interest. Every single dollar that exists must be returned to a bank with an
interest included. However, if all money is barrowed from the central bank and is expanded by commercial
banks through loans, only what would be referred to as the “principle” is being created in the money supply.
So then, where is all the money to cover all the interest that is charged? Nowhere. It doesn’t exist.
The amount of money owed back to the banks will always exceed the amount of money in circulation. This
is why inflation is a constant in the economy because new money is always needed to help cover the
perpetual deficit built into the system caused by the need to pay the interest. Ultimately, defaults and
bankruptcy are built in to the system meaning that there will always be poor pockets of society who are
inevitably left in poverty. Wealth invariably transfers from the individual to the banks and that is the aim
of this corrupt system. The evolutionary game being played here is: “Survival of the Greediest.” It is the
real-life game of Monopoly, and the money is just as fake as the board game’s.
Every time you barrow money from a bank whether it is a mortgage loan or a credit card charge, the money
given to you is not only counterfeit, it is an illegitimate form of consideration and hence, voids the contractor
repay because the bank never had the money as property to begin with. The banks simply invent these loans
putting up nothing of their own except for theoretical liability on paper.
During the American civil war, President Abraham Lincoln bypassed the high interest loans offered by the
European banks and decided to create an independent, and inherently debt free currency. It was called, “the
Greenback.” Shortly after this measure was taken, an internal document circulated between private British
and American banking interests which stated,

“Slavery is but the owning of labor and carries with it the care of the
laborers while the European plan is that capital shall control labor by
controlling wages. This can be done by controlling the money. It will not
do to allow the Greenback as we cannot control that.” – The Hazard Circular,
July, 1862
Realize that the Fractional Reserve System is indeed a system of modern slavery. Think about it, money is
invented out of debt. When people are in debt, they submit to employment in order to pay it back. If money
can only be invented from loans, then how would society ever be debt free? It won’t, and that is the point.
It is the fear of losing assets coupled with the struggle to keep up with the perpetual debt and inflation
inherent in the system compounded by the inescapable scarcity within the money supply itself created by
the interest that can never be repaid that keeps the wage slave on the hamster wheel along with millions of
others in effect empowering an empire that truly only benefits a select few at the top of the pyramid. At the

end of the day, who are we really working for? The banks. Money is invented in a bank and invariably ends
up in a bank. They are the true masters along with the corporations and governments they support.



Physical slavery requires people to be housed and fed.
Economic slavery requires people to house and feed themselves.

It is one of the most ingenious scams for mind manipulation ever created and at its core, it is a psychological
war against the population. “Debt” is the psychological weapon used to conquer and enslave society, and
“interest” is its prime ammunition. As the majority walks around oblivious to this reality, the banks in
collusion with governments and corporations continue to perfect and expand their tactics of economic
warfare spawning new bases around the world as part of completing the ‘dirty work’ for the few at the very
top of each organization that strives to achieve sovereignty over the masses.
It requires nothing more to create a 1 dollar bill than it does to create a 100 dollar bill because both notes
are the same paper with the same ink, while the only thing that makes them “different” is their fancy
patterns, drawn by men, who are not divine, although a select faction of 33rd degree Freemasons do in fact
believe they are “divine” and thus also believe in a “divine right to rule.”
If you deliberately destroy money, you commit a “federal offence” because the dollar is not your property.
That’s right. The money you “use” belongs to the corporation you empower with it. Just because you traded
labor for the money does not mean it belongs to you. People simply give away labor in exchange for the
mere privilege to borrow federal property which they actually have no entitlement to. Not fair is it? Yet, no
one is forced to play this silly game. People ignorantly volunteer to participate in this genocidal system of
usury. The mind boggling aspect about all of this is the undeniable fact that we as participants of the
monetary system are somewhat responsible for the horrors that result from it. Most people have a tendency
to acknowledge only their immediate environment, and thus only recognize situations that pertain to that
immediate environment. This detrimental tendency distracts from the overall result of our deeds, which
affect the world as a whole. The fear of famine is man’s insecurity, and the bankers want people to feel
helpless, for that is the essence of the psychological war.
The illusion of “supporting yourself” was deliberately designed to support and empower a ruthless and evil
regime. This is due to the fact that this ruthless and evil regime inevitably gains power and authority every
time someone uses their currency in a transaction. The prime driver of this mindless cycle of insanity is
consumerism. When consumerism was first sold to the world, it was designed to get us to buy stuff we
don’t need in an effort to feel better than others. Soon, everyone determined their “worth” not by the strength
of our relationships, but by what we were able to consume. We gave up relationships to work more, to have
a “better life.” The more we work, the more we buy, the further in debt we went. The combination of work
and debt made our relationships worse which compelled us to work more, and buy more. This self-fulfilling
loop spun out of control in our society for decades as people worked harder and harder to look or feel good.
Consumerism was a psychological process led by Edward Bernays, Sigmund Freud’s nephew, who is
known as “The Father of Psychology.” Industrialists employed Madison Avenue to transform society from
sensible people with strong relationships into superficial spenders scavenging for the riches. Many
advertisements are subconscious desires with products. Take the cigarette for example. Subconsciously, it
is a form of power and rebellion. The reality is it is a weakness. Soon we begin to buy products not for the
utility of the product, but to say to the world, “I bought this, and the ad says I’m cool.”

The international bankers that backed all this up needed this spending to create more debt in order for their
scheme not to collapse. Although this plan has worked well for many decades, the party is over for
consumerism and the check is due. What is the next thing if people are broke? How could they keep the
masses from waking up to the wasted lives they have led chasing after nothing?
The answer is: Let them amuse themselves to death.
Today, everything is shrouded in entertainment. The entertainment industry is truly what keeps the
monetary cycle of insanity continuously going. Someone somewhere is always willing to work for or pay
for entertainment. The entertainment industry itself is corrupt in that it promotes selfish and psychotic
behavior, and everything is always about competition (who is better than who). The entertainment industry
has slowly but surely ‘zombified’ the majority of society. The more entertainment continues to distract us
from the very serious problems we have at hand, the less we care about these very serious problems.
Our current economic circumstances are being implemented and manipulated by private international
financiers to merge the final stages of the third world war, which commenced on September 11th, 2001. The
“War on Terror” is the mind against deception, which is the ultimate war between good and evil. Thus,
anyone who opposes the monetary system is a “terrorist” in the eyes of the international financiers. This is
because their “elite” status and power is dependent upon the subservience of those ignorant of these facts.
The majority of people are deceived into believing that making excessive money is easy and profitable,
despite the fact that the majority of small businesses go bankrupt quite often. Suitable paid work is very
hard to find, and searching and applying for it costs money and time which in itself creates a paradox of
inevitable loss. Ultimately, the banks profit from peoples waste and bankruptcies. Instead of enjoining
volunteer operations and encouraging people to freely help each other, the international bankers want us to
either make excess money for ourselves, or spend all of our time trying to find something that will make
excessive money for ourselves. However, the term “make money” is deceptive, because unless you are a
bank or a mint, it is illegal to “make” money. For you to ‘gain’ money, however, it must come from
somewhere to the disadvantage of someone else no matter what.
The international bankers are technically the owners of the wealth of whoever uses their currency. By these
means, they have been able to exert tremendous influence over the workforce, including public services,
which often directs people to teach and use insufficient practices while better methods and natural
alternatives are available. People are doing unnecessary work. Many jobs, products and services are
unnecessary and corrupt, and thus corrupt the people who are involved.
Some fear that “we will soon be forced to rely on a monopoly.” But this is already the case. The monopoly
we have at hand here is the fractional-reserve system of banking which has evolved into a complete system
of control over all natural resources. Banks create money from nothing and demand it back together with
interest. They encourage the people to waste money so that they can profit from the interest. The
international bankers deliberately create problems such as wars, market depressions, and other crises events.
This is so that they can control, confuse, and distract people, and also benefit from the interest on the money
that they lend to fund and then stop these crises events. This is so that the world will accept their solutions,
which are really only steps towards their attainment of greater control.

“Those who desire to give up freedom in order to gain security
will not have, nor do they deserve, either one.” – Benjamin Franklin
That old saying “life isn’t fair” is but the anthem of the ignorant. The truth is we get what we put in, what
goes around comes around, in other words, life is 100% fair. One must bring himself to accept the practice
of injustice and cower down to it in order to assume that “life isn’t fair.”

The Big Picture
In 1776, Mayer Amschel Rothschild commissioned a man named Adam Weishaupt to found the Order of
the Perfectibilists, later known as the Illuminati. Adam Weishaupt said, “Sin is only that which is hurtful,
and if the profit is greater than the damage, it becomes a virtue.” Likewise, Mayer Amschel Rothschild
said, “Give me control of a country’s money supply, and I care not who makes her laws.” At the Congress
of Wilhelmsbad in 1782, sponsored by Rothschild, the Order of the Illuminati was granted supremacy over
all of Freemasonry. Long story short, this arrangement paved the way for ongoing world ‘revolutions’.
The French Revolution was pivotal to the expansion of Illuminati ideals, and was the foundation of the plan
upon which a New World Order could be established. The system utilized to achieve the goals of the
Illuminati can be summed up by what is known as the Hegelian Dialectic. Inspired by the Illuminati, Georg
Hegel (1770-1831) was a German philosopher who outlined the basic system for achieving the
revolutionary agenda of the Illuminati called the Hegelian Dialectic. This system is based on three essential
steps:
Step 1: Create the problem
Step 2: Control the reaction
Step 3: Offer the solution
In step one, a rogue government will create the problem that harms or even kills its own citizens. This
deception is known as a “false-flag” operation. In step two, a rogue government will control the reaction to
the problem which it created by typically blaming it on an enemy, or some aspect of its own society over
which it seeks more control. This is why the term “false-flag” is so named. In step three, a rogue government
will offer the solution to the problem which it created. This “solution” is typically a war or a system of
regulations. The “solution” would usually not be accepted by the public had the rogue government not
created the crisis and controlled the reaction to it in the first place. A government which seeks increasing
control can keep pushing society to accept its agenda by following a series of problems, reactions, and
solutions which it had planned all along. There has not been a major war in the 20th and 21st centuries that
does not follow the Hegelian Dialectic.
In regards to the concept of “revolution,” notice that the number 13 is particularly important to the
Illuminati. The Order itself consisted of thirteen degrees, ten plus the three degrees of Freemasonry.
According to occult interpretation, the number 12 completes the cycle of time, and thus the number 13
represents transformation, rebirth and regeneration. The first occurrence of the number “13” in the Bible is
in Genesis 14:4: “Twelve years they served Chedorlaomer and in the thirteenth year they rebelled.”

What happened the thirteenth year after the Order of the Illuminati was founded? Weishaupt founded the
Illuminati in 1776, and the French Revolution broke out precisely thirteen years later in 1789 being the first
major step towards globalization – the agenda outlined in Weishaupt’s book which was also published in
1776, entitled, “Novus Ordo Seclorum”; Latin for “New Secular Order.” That same motto appears on the
back of the one-dollar bill, because the dollar, or usury, is the primary tool with which the masses have
been inducted to contribute to the building of a New World Order in the name of deception, greed and
idolatry.
Above the head of the bird on the Great Seal, thirteen stars comprise a hexagram, which is referred to in
Kabbalah as the Hermetic “Star of Androgyny,” also called the “Star of David” in Judaism. The bird is
holding thirteen arrows, thirteen olives and thirteen olive leaves, and is protected by a shield that has
thirteen horizontal stripes and thirteen vertical stripes.

Also notice the thirteen-letter Latin phrase on the banner in the bird’s mouth, “E Pluribus Unum,” which
means “From Many – One,” or “One of Many.” Also containing thirteen letters is the phrase written above
the pyramid on the left, “Annuit Coeptis,” which means “Announcing Conception.” Furthermore, if you
add the number of letters in “Novus Ordo Seclorum” and “MDCCLXXVI” (“1776” in Roman numerals)
written below the pyramid, you get 26, or two sets of thirteen. On the front of the bill, at the base of the
portrait of George Washington, on each side there are eight leaves and five berries, indicating another two
sets of thirteen. There are also thirteen stars on the chevron on the seal of the Treasury Department that is
featured to the right of Washington, overlaying the word “ONE.” Also notice that both “The Department”
and “of the Treasury” each contain thirteen letters.

Clearly these allusions to the number thirteen are no accident. This truth is compounded by the letters in
permanently featured words on the front of the dollar bill (that is, words not contingent upon any changing
circumstance, such as the name of the US Treasurer).
These words include:


“FEDERAL RESERVE NOTE”



“THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA”



“THIS NOTE IS LEGAL TENDER FOR ALL DEBTS PUBLIC AND PRIVATE”



“WASHINGTON, D.C.”



“ONE”



“TREASURER OF THE UNITED STATES”



“SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY”



“ONE DOLLAR”



“WASHINGTON”

The total number of letters in these words is 169, or 13 squared.

The phrases “Annuit Coeptis” and “Novus Ordo Seclorum” are both based on quotes from the Roman poet
Virgil, although they have been slightly altered, and both quotes referred in their original context to
“Juppiter Omnipites” (“Omnipotent Jupiter”), essentially the Roman equivalent of the Judeo-Christian God
Almighty. (Interestingly, “E Pluribus Unum” is also a quote from Virgil slightly altered, and some see in
these alterations a numerological significance.)
In the original Virgil poem, the words “Juppiter Omnipotes, Audacibus Annue Coeptis” were a plea for the
deity to “favor my daring undertakings.” The words on the back of the dollar bill not only plea for, but
confidently declare, God’s favor upon the “daring undertaking” there represented: the creation of a “New
World Order,” or ‘new global power structure’, headed by the newly-created republic of the United States.
These symbols and words belong not just to the dollar bill, but they are part of the Great Seal of the United
States, created in 1776, at the same time the nation was founded. It is the front and back side of the Great
Seal which is represented on the back of the dollar bill.
The design of the Great Seal has never been ascribed to any one individual, and it has evolved a bit over
the years. But the essentials of the design were sketched out right at the beginning, in 1776, the year of the
Revolution, emblazoned in Roman numerals beneath the pyramid on the back of the seal.
The roundel featuring the eye above the pyramid is the reverse side of the great seal, and the roundel
featuring the eagle is the front. It is the front of the Seal which is used to seal official US documents, not
the back. Several people are known to have contributed to the design of both sides of the Seal,
including Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, William Barton, Charles Thomson, and Pierre Eugene du
Simitiere, and all but one were Freemasons.
The first metal die for the Seal was cut by Robert Scot, a Freemason, in 1782. However, although dies were
commissioned for both the front and the back of the seal, only the front was actually cut. No die was made
for the back of the seal until much later, and most people were not aware that their national seal had a back
to it at all until it appeared on the dollar bill in 1935. Thirty-third degree Freemason and historian Manly P.
Hall wrote that the reverse of the seal was not originally used, “because it was regarded as a symbol of a
secret society and not the proper device for a sovereign state.”
Just like the Great Seal, the one dollar bill was also designed by a group of Freemasons; in this case,
President Franklin Roosevelt, Secretary of Agriculture Henry A. Wallace, and Secretary of the Treasury
Henry Morgenthau, although the design was executed at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing (which
employed exactly thirteen engravers).
It was Wallace’s suggestion that the front and back of the Great Seal be used on the reverse of the dollar,
although he originally wanted the front of the seal to be on the left, and the back of the seal to be on the
right, which makes sense logically. But it was President Roosevelt who suggested switching that order, and
putting the more interesting reverse of the seal on the left, which made more sense intuitively, since the
Western eye naturally reads words and images from left to right.
“In God We Trust” was not placed on the bill until 1957. However, it was originally made the national
motto of the United States in 1863 at the suggestion of Treasury Secretary Salmon P. Chase, who himself
had supposedly been prompted to do so by a protestant minister concerned with the waning of religious
fervor in the American public.

This man purportedly wanted to ensure that the US would always be officially grounded in faith in divine
Providence, and thus this motto was put on all American coins ever since, although it did not appear on
paper currency until much later. But “In God We Trust” is indeed a Masonic motto – one used in almost all
Masonic rituals, in which the participants must pledge to always put their “trust in God” during the
ceremonies – and this specific phrase can be found in Masonic dictionaries. Its appearance on the dollar
bill in the 1950s may have been meant to bolster a currency increasingly dependent on faith due to changes
in American monetary policy.
This process began in earnest in the 1930s, right around the time that the new one dollar bill was being
designed. In an effort to help America climb out of the Great Depression, Roosevelt began employing the
economic policies of advisor John Meynard Keynes, who suggested that, during times in which the private
sector wasn’t producing enough investment to stimulate the economy, the government should become the
investor, financing public works, and dumping money into the system in whatever way possible to grow
the economy. Thus he instituted the New Deal creating an “alphabet soup” of bureaucracies, many of which
have now become mainstays of federal government.
Among these was the FDIC, or Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, which insured bank accounts to a
limited amount in the event of a bank’s failure – something that was necessary after a number of bank
failures had occurred in the previous years. And it may not be an accident that “FDIC” implies the word
“fiducial,” a financial term with its roots in the Latin word “fides,” which means “trust, confidence, reliance,
credence, belief, faith… credit.”
Fides was symbolized in the Mithraic mysteries by two hands clasped together, now a common Masonic
motif. This is the origin of the traditional “handshake.”

It was this “faith” in the American dollar that Roosevelt and his friends may have been attempting to create
with the new design of the dollar bill. And that faith was sorely needed, for in order to free up the money
needed to finance the New Deal, Roosevelt instituted sweeping changes to the country’s monetary
policy. He removed the dollar from the “gold standard” to which it had been implicitly set, so that he could
have the money supply greatly expanded with no predetermined limit. It worked to stabilize the economy

just in time for the United States to enter WWII, which turned out to be another great economic
stimulator. As part of removing the gold standard, Roosevelt had laws passed forcing US citizens to give
all of the gold and silver that they owned to the government, in exchange for an equivalent amount of paper
dollars. Americans’ faith in the new system was severely tested the following year when the government
devalued the dollar relative to gold, thus causing all who had made the exchange to lose 41% of the value
of their money.
On July 22, 1946, at the end of WWII, an agreement was signed at a conference between 44 nations in
which the other countries agreed to value their currencies in relation to the dollar, rather than gold, silver,
or anything else. The US then set the value of the dollar at $35 per ounce of gold, and agreed to redeem
dollars held by the central banks of other nations in gold upon demand. However, this led to a steady loss
of US gold reserves, until finally in 1971 President Richard Nixon closed the “gold window,” announcing
that the holdings of foreign central banks would no longer be redeemed for gold by the US government.
This was the final step in abandoning the gold standard. Now the value of the dollar floats freely in relation
to foreign currencies, with no fixed standard of value. The value can only be manipulated by the market
forces of the economy, and by the actions of the Federal Reserve. The result has been rapidly expanding
inflation, which began during the Nixon years, and which has been felt by all the foreign currencies that
were pegged to the dollar.
So the dollar that we now use is one backed entirely by faith alone – the public’s faith in America’s
economy, and America itself. The economies of other nations are dependent upon this faith as well. For if
no one believed in the power of the dollar – if it was not universally accepted as a form of payment – then
it would have no value.
As Jack Weatherford writes in The History of Money:

“The government will not redeem a dollar bill for anything other than
another dollar bill. The dollar is simply fiat currency. The dollar rests on
the power of the government and the faith of the people who use it – faith
that it will be able to buy something tomorrow, faith that the US
government will continue to exist and to accept dollars in payment of taxes
and pay them out in expenses, and faith that other people will continue to
believe in it. Aside from that faith, nothing backs up the dollar.”
Likewise, William Greider wrote in Secrets of the Temple: How the Federal Reserve Runs the Country that:

“Above all, money [is] a function of faith. It [requires] an implicit and
universal social consent that [is] indeed mysterious. To create money and
use it, each one must believe, and everyone must believe. Only then [do]
the worthless pieces of paper take on value. When a society [loses] faith

in money, it [is] implicitly losing faith in itself… The money process…
[requires] a deep, unacknowledged act of faith, so mysterious that it could
easily be confused with divine powers.”
Of course, even before paper money became widely used, the worth of gold and silver coins rested on a
similar social contract – a common, agreed-upon value. But the difference is that gold and silver have
intrinsic value, and when these coins were used in the past, their value was roughly equal (when made
properly) to the value of the metal of which they consisted.
But our current paper dollars are “fiat currency” – representations of wealth that have no physical existence
until they are used to purchase something that does – in which case, they cease to be dollars.
The use of paper money was not new to America in 1935. They have been used throughout our history,
beginning with the “continentals” which financed the Revolutionary War, and which were backed with
nothing more than the promise that America would win the war, and begin collecting taxes from its citizens.
A similar gamble was taken during the Civil War, which was financed by “Greenbacks,” forebears of the
modern paper dollar. In addition to these two currencies, each of which were issued by the federal
government, there were, throughout the United States’ early history, many paper dollars in circulation that
were issued by privately-owned banks throughout the various states.
These dollars differed widely in appearance from one another, which led to massive counterfeiting, and
when the banks failed, which they often did, the dollars became worthless. Numerous measures were taken
by the federal government in attempts to control this problem. Finally, in 1913, a series of banking collapses
inspired the creation of the nation’s new central bank, the Federal Reserve, and a new banking and monetary
system, the Federal Reserve System.
The Federal Reserve is now the United States’ national bank, and it is both quasi-governmental and
privately-owned. It sets the basic operating policies for all of its member banks (which is most of the banks
in the U.S.), and provides them with their money supply. The process they use to supply this money,
“fractional reserve lending,” is not new. It’s almost as old as banking itself.
But when backed by a powerful dynamo like the Fed, which created tremendous faith in the integrity of the
money supply, the new money system became an unstoppable force. In fractional reserve lending, a bank
can take the money from its depositors’ accounts, and lend it out to various persons or institutions on
interest. It can loan out the vast majority of the money deposited (say, 87%), leaving only a fraction (13%)
in the bank’s vaults. This fraction is called the “reserve”, and it is the only “actual” money sitting in the
bank, backing all of the various loans - the only money that is really ready to be withdrawn, should the
depositors choose to withdraw from their accounts.
When the loans are paid back, the bank earns a profit from the interest. Thus, the bank has caused its
depositors money to multiply, and has kept the difference for itself, essentially creating money out of
nothing. If the bank has loaned money to another bank or financial institution, that institution can then loan
it out and create even more money out of nothing. Or they can loan it to a person or business who can use
it to earn more money by producing goods and services that are sold.

This money is then spent into the economy again. Thus the money supply multiplies exponentially, and the
economy itself acts as a money multiplier – a manna machine, in a way. Money can always be used to make
more money.
Now since the Federal Reserve is the point of origin for this money, its initial injection into the system is
sometimes called “high-powered money”, because it affects the whole economy. It is the tiny mustard seed
which causes the rest of the money supply to grow. The interest rate which the Fed chooses to set for the
money it lends determines how much money will be borrowed by other banks at that time, and also
determines the rate that those banks will charge for loaning money.
This is the primary way in which the Federal Reserve controls the money supply, and thus, as much as
possible, the American economy: too much money being loaned out (and thus created) leads to inflation,
and too little leads to recession. When the Fed first loans it out to the member banks, the money is “created,”
and each time those banks lend it out, they are breeding more.
As Martin Mayer writes in The Fed: The Inside Story of How the World’s Most Powerful Financial
Institution Drives the Markets:
“… The Fed’s actions were always and necessarily pretty small by comparison with the effects desired, and
their effectiveness was explained by the operation of a ‘multiplier’ inherent in a system where banks had to
keep ‘reserves’ against some fraction of their liabilities. The bank that received the Fed’s ‘high-powered
money’ might lend 90 percent of it, and the bank that received the proceeds of that loan would lend 90
percent of that, producing deposits in another bank that would lend 90 percent of that, etc…”
Some see the way in which fiat currency, especially paper and electronic money, can be simply created, as
“nothing short of magic.”
Scottish philosopher John Law wrote in his 1705 book, Money and Trade Considered with a Proposal for
Supplying the Nation with Money, that he had discovered the “Philosopher’s Stone” of the alchemists, which
could purportedly turn lead into gold, or dross into something valuable. The key to alchemy, he said, was
the printing of paper money, and in 1715 he was hired by the French government to put his theories into
action. Law was put in charge of France’s national Banque Royale, as well as the Mississippi Company,
which gathered investments from French citizens to finance operations in French Louisiana, promising the
investors profit payments.
He set up a paper-passing scheme between the bank and the Company, in which investors could borrow
paper money printed by the bank to invest in the Company. They were expected to pay back the bank in
gold, while the Company paid their profits in the bank’s paper money, which was supposedly redeemable
in gold. The whole scheme collapsed dramatically in what became known as “the Great Mississippi
Bubble,” and Law fled in disgrace, dying shortly thereafter. But his ideas went on to influence German
writer Wolfgang von Goethe.
In Goethe’s classic play, Faust, the title character and his teacher, Mephistopheles (the Devil), gain the
favor of the emperor by offering him the secret of alchemy: how to create wealth by printing paper money.
Soon the emperor presides over a robust economy and a licentious, materialistic people. But the currency
eventually collapses, just as all the Devil’s creations turn out, in this play, to be illusions.

It is believed that the Freemasons and other occultists who have been responsible for creating the United
States, designing the dollar bill, and engineering the economy have understood the principles of alchemy,
and have purposely chosen to construct an economy upon alchemical principles: the principles of creating
worth from worthlessness, and for creating a large volume from a small one, using the power of faith. This
idea is further illustrated in the book Solomon’s Treasure: The Magic and Mystery of America’s Money, by
Trace R. Twyman.
In her book, Twyman demonstrates that the creation of money by the Federal Reserve, and its exponential
multiplication by the procedures of the banking system, is analogous to the creation and multiplication of
gold in alchemy. The power of money to transform almost anything or situation into another is similar to
the alchemical power of the so-called “Universal Agent” or “Philosopher’s Stone,” and the act of turning
paper into money is like turning lead into gold. The members of the Federal Reserve Board are in many
ways like sorcerers, conjuring wealth seemingly out of thin air and distributing it at will to transform the
American economy according to their desires.
The dollar is fiat currency, declared into existence by the central bank in a manner similar to the creation
of the universe by the divine words “Fiat Lux!” - “Let there be light!” Fiat money (best exemplified by the
American dollar) is perhaps the only thing that truly means nothing, and has no independent existence,
except in relation to something else (i.e., what it can buy, or be converted into), and yet it is the most
powerful force within the human sphere of life – like the “Azoth,” or secret essence of life spoken of in
alchemical texts. In Solomon’s Treasure, Twyman explores the history of the dollar prior to the formation
of the Federal Reserve in 1913, and concludes that most of these magical principles were at work in the
American economy from the very beginning.
As stated, this system depends entirely on a religious faith by the American people in the supernatural
power of the dollar. The ability of the United States President and other elected officials to uphold and
improve the economy depends largely upon their ability to manipulate the spiritual will of the people, in
much the same way that a priest or a magician would, inspiring them to have faith in the value of the dollar.
This faith is reinforced by the financial terminology currently in use (“trust,” “fiducial,” “credit,” etc.), as
well as by watchwords and symbols found on American money – not only on the bills and coins we
currently use, but on those dating back from before the formation of the Republic.
These objects thus act as magical charms, containing a unit of magical charge that is passed on from one
person to the next, and multiplied, as the money changes hands. They also act as tokens of communal trust
in, and fidelity to, the dollar as an institution. The symbols and key phrases associated with it thus work to
enchant the public into a mass hypnotic spell, in which the mind of each individual confirms the consensus
belief in the power of a dollar, and its ability to multiply itself as it moves through the system. Every time
a person spends a dollar, or accepts a dollar as payment, they are confirming their belief in the dollar, and
using it to exercise their spiritual will.
Now the mysterious markings on the dollar bill can be understood. The words “In God We Trust” are meant
to inspire faith in the dollar as a currency, and faith in the American republic. One should trust the dollar
the way one trusts in God, for it is implied that God himself has chosen to favor the U.S. and, by extension,
the dollar. This is communicated by the message on the reverse of the Great Seal, “Annuit Coeptis” –
alluding to Virgil’s quote: “He [God] favors our undertaking.”

The spider web motif in the background of the bill’s design shows that we are all connected through the
web of commerce. Even the green color of U.S. dollars is symbolic, representing fertility, fecundity,
plenteousness, and growth. Former U.S. Treasurer Mary Ellen Withrow explicitly stated in an interview
with New Yorker Magazine that this is why the color green is used. Furthermore, fold both sides of the
Great Seal in half, and fold the dollar so that both halves make a complete circle, and you will unveil the
true identity of the “United” States.

According to Manly P. Hall, the bird on the Great Seal is not an eagle, but a phoenix, the ancient
mythological bird of “fiery rebirth.” The phoenix metaphorically symbolizes the act of deliberately
destroying old systems of power to produce new systems of power. Interestingly, a 1988 issue of The
Economist magazine, titled “Get ready for a world currency,” clearly alludes to this interpretation, featuring
a phoenix standing in fire on the cover:

The occult purpose of America, which became “independent” in 1776, is to usher in the New World Order
on the back of what appears to be a “trusted democracy.” This purpose is hidden in plain sight.

Notice that there are 72 stones on the front face of the pyramid (excluding the panel containing the date).
This correlates with the fact that 1 degree of the procession takes precisely 72 years. This also correlates to
the 72 “names” of God in Kabbalah. Notice how there is a space between the capstone and the rest of the
pyramid on the Great Seal. Notice that the eye (called “Eye of Providence” by Freemasons) is at the top
inside of the capstone. Now take special notice that the illuminating rays of the Sun radiate from behind the
capstone, but not the rest of the pyramid. This symbolism is conveying that most Freemasons are
represented by the bottom of the pyramid; they are part of the whole pyramid but not “illuminized” like the
top of the pyramid, which represents the Illuminati. Therefore, the larger body of the pyramid (the majority
of Freemasons) do not know what the Illuminati know, and in most cases are unaware as to the very
existence of the Illuminati. The conditioning begins the moment a candidate enters the Craft with it oaths,
secrets and symbols, avidly and unknowingly pursuing the invitation of his worst enemy, the spirit of
adversity.
Above the pyramid on the Great Seal is the thirteen-letter Latin phrase, “Annuit Coeptis” which means
“Announcing Conception.” The conception that is being announced is the Latin phrase beneath the pyramid
which reads: “Novus Ordo Seclorum.” Notice that the masonry of the pyramid consists of thirteen layers.
At the bottom of the pyramid is inscribed the Roman numeral date MDCCLXXVI (1776). This date is very
significant representing not only the independence of the Illuminati, but is correlative with the occult
alchemical goal to destroy primordial matter with the use of nuclear energy.
This occult correlation is tied to the year 1666, when Louis XIV of France authorized the building of an
observatory in Paris to measure longitude. This was the official start of the Paris Zero Meridian. According
to the Paris Zero Meridian, Mount Hermon, which was the site of the “Fallen Angels” and the land of
Canaan as well as the ancient territory of Dan, is located precisely at the 33rd degree east of the Paris Zero
Meridian (longitude), and 33 degrees north of the Equator (latitude). On August 6, 1945, thirty-third degree
Freemason Harry Truman dropped two atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Japan near the 33rd

Parallel. This was “Day One” of a new age – the Nuclear Age. To understand the change that took place,
we must look at the importance of the number 13 from the formation of the United States to the atomic
bomb’s explosion in Hiroshima. In 1935, Paul Foster Case wrote: “Since the date, 1776, is placed on the
bottom course of the pyramid [on the Great Seal], and since the number 13 has been so important in the
history of the United States and in the symbols of the seal, it is not unreasonable to suppose that the thirteen
courses of the pyramid may represent thirteen time-periods of thirteen years each.” The 13 time-periods of
13 years each equals 169 years:
From July 4, 1776 (Independence Day) to July 4, 1945 equals 169 years.
From July 4, 1945 to August 6, 1945 (Hiroshima) equals 33 days.
The Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of Freemasonry is comprised of thirty-three degrees of initiation.
It is unclear as to exactly why this number is so important to Scottish Rite Freemasons. However, there are
plenty of clues. For instance, in the Hebrew Sefer Yetzirah (Book of Creation), believed to have been
transmitted by Abraham, there are thirty-two “mysterious paths” of the cosmos and one hidden path.
Interestingly, the human spinal column has thirty-three vertebrae if you count the fused bones in the lower
spine individually. According to occult lore, the spine is considered to be the vehicle of the fiery ascent of
the “Kundalini serpent force” often associated with Hinduism.
On the Great Seal, there are 32 feathers on the bird’s left wing, and 33 on the right wing. This correlates
with the Schumann Resonance, which is the frequency at which the earth vibrates. Scientists have measured
this standing wave at 7.83 Hertz with a wave-length equal to the circumference of the earth. This inaudible
low hum is due to lightning discharges in our conductive ionosphere causing the planet to actually ‘ring’
like a bell. The middle “C” is 33 harmonics, or 32 overtones above the Schumann Resonance. Our very
bodies resonate 33 octaves above the earth’s fundamental vibration which fits the ancient Hermetic motto,
“As above, so below.”
The following is a partial list of significant occurrences of the number 33:





King David of the first Temple of Jerusalem, father of Solomon, reigned for 33 years.
According to the Bible, Jesus performed 33 miracles and died at age 33.
The House of the Temple (Scottish Rite headquarters) in Washington, D.C. has 33 pillars and each
one is 33 feet high.
Whitehouse protocol calls for 33 toe markers, where honored guests must stand for ceremonies.

The U.N. logo divides the earth into 33 sectors with 13 olive leaves encompassing it on both sides.

The U.N. has 3 sets of 13 floors, equaling 39. Because 39 is a trinity of 13’s, it is therefore another
significant number that plays a role in many of the events pertaining to the numbers 13 and 33.
Pope John Paul I, who was outspoken against Freemasonry, was assassinated exactly 33 days after
becoming pope. The next pope, John Paul II, was a Freemason.
The 32nd President of the United States was a 32nd degree Freemason, Franklin D. Roosevelt. Roosevelt
suddenly died on 12 April 1945 of a cerebral hemorrhage after complaining of having “a terrific headache.”
He died at his home, dubbed “Little White House” in Warm Springs, Georgia, close to the 33rd Parallel.
Immediately following Roosevelt’s death, Harry S. Truman, a 33rd degree Freemason, became the 33rd
President of the United States. Recall that Harry Truman was the primary perpetrator of the atomic bombs
in Japan near the 33rd parallel. In fact, to echo the very words of the late Franklin D. Roosevelt: “If it
happens, it is because we planned it that way.” Roosevelt also said, “Presidents are selected, not elected.”
At the end of hostilities with Germany in 1945, Operation Paperclip helped cleanse the Nazi past from
Germany’s top rocket scientists, so that they could continue their work for the United States. Many of these
former Nazi scientists ended up at the White Sands V-2 Launch site, or, as it was also known, Launch
Complex 33, located not far from the 33rd parallel. The National Park Service describes Launch Complex
33 as: “Closely associated with U.S. testing of the German V-2 rocket, the origins of the American
rocket program, and the leadership of Dr. Werner von Braun…”
The first atomic detonation (that we know of at least) occurred on 16 July 1945 at the Trinity test site near
Alamogordo, New Mexico. The Trinity site sits precisely on the 33rd parallel. The following month, atomic
weapons obliterated the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, despite neither city having much in the way of
real political or military significance. Did the 33rd US President target these two Japanese cities on the basis
that they both straddled the 33rd parallel?
The Book of Enoch states that the Fallen Angels (Nephilim) descended on Mt. Hermon, which is located
precisely on the 33rd parallel located on the edge of modern day Israel. The Book of Enoch was discovered
in a cave in Qumran in 1947. Significantly, Area 51, the alleged “UFO crash site” located in Roswell, New
Mexico is not only also positioned on the 33rd parallel as well but it is the exact polar opposite of Mount
Hermon. Furthermore, the alleged “crash” incident occurred in 1947, the very same year the Book of Enoch
was discovered. Also, the Rothschild dynasty issued the decree for their Zionist creation of an “Israeli state”
(which has nothing to do with Jews or Judaism) in the year 1947, but it was not until 1948 at a convention
in London when “Israel” actually became a state. The interesting thing about this, however, is that the
distance from the Temple Mount in Jerusalem to the center of London is exactly 1948 nautical miles.
In her book The Secret of the Illuminati, Elizabeth van Buren wrote that: “…in Spiritual Numerology, the
numbers 11, 22, and 33 are the three ‘Master Numbers’, the highest being 33… This highest of the master
numbers was the age of the Master Initiate (Jesus) at his death, resurrection and ascension, giving more
esoteric accents. The ‘33’ symbolizes the highest spiritual conscious attainable by the human being.”
In 1963, John F. Kennedy was assassinated near the 33rd parallel on the 22nd day of the 11th month at Dealey
Plaza in Dallas, Texas. Likewise, in 1968 his brother Robert F. Kennedy was assassinated near the 33rd
parallel in Los Angeles, California.

The Waco compound where the Branch Davidians were murdered was near the 33rd parallel, and David
Koresh died at age 33 on that site. President Bill Clinton and Attorney General Janet Reno were responsible
for ordering the massacre. The Waco sacrifice took place thirty-nine days after Janet Reno was made
Attorney General on 3/11/1993 (3x11 = 33).
The Waco slaughter occurred on April 19, 1993. April 19 is a most important date every year in the Satanic
Calendar. April 19 begins a 13-day period called “Blood Sacrifice to the Beast,” culminating on May 1. Of
course, May 1 is the date which Adam Weishaupt chose to found the Order of the Illuminati. Contemporary
Satanism, as espoused by Anton La Vey, was created on May 1, 1966 through the San Francisco Church of
Satan. Exactly fifty years prior to the Waco tragedy, on April 19, 1943 Nazi Storm Troopers used flame
throwers to incinerate courageous Jewish martyrs who had been resisting the Holocaust in the Warsaw
Ghetto. Perhaps then, it should be of no surprise that the Oklahoma City disaster occurred on April 19,
1995. Furthermore, on April 19, 1933 Franklin D. Roosevelt abolished the gold standard, officially
sanctioning monetary socialism, thus commencing the modern emergence of a global fascist state as well
as the series of ‘sacrifices’ that come along with it.
Occultists contend that numbers possess inherent power, great power when properly wielded by a skilled
adept. They further believe a great plan must be created and executed by the right set of numbers, or the
plan may fail. Thus, the occultist pays much attention to ensuring that their plan is carried out exactly by
the occult numbers deemed the most applicable and the most powerful by the adepts creating and executing
the plan. This attention to the detail of numbers thus creates an observable “occult signature” which we can
rather easily see undergirding the entire event or series of events.
Thirty-nine members of the “Heaven’s Gate” cult committed suicide from almost exactly the 33°30 N
latitude in Rancho Santa Fe, North of San Diego. The group committed suicide believing that the HaleBopp comet was a sign that they should “transcend the human form” and leave earth. The Hale-Bopp comet
was said to have had a companion “ship” following it and at the same time a large UFO was seen over
Phoenix Arizona at about 33.24 – 32.34 North latitude. On 13 March 1997, the Phoenix Lights were
reported by thousands of people in the skies above the city, in what appears to be two separate UFO events.
The first wave of sightings reported from around 8pm were generally of a huge “carpenter’s square” shaped
object flying slowly over the city. The second wave, occurring around 10pm, of a series of lights that
appeared to hover, was captured widely on camera and video. But, based on this second sighting of the
Phoenix Lights, the US Air Force claimed that what witnesses reported as UFOs in Phoenix that night, were
nothing more than illumination flares dropped by a training flight at Luke Air Force Base.
The space shuttle Columbia broke up over the 33rd parallel. Columbia was planned to touch down at
Runway #33 at the Kennedy Space Center. Runways are numbered by the way they are laid out in degrees
so this runway is at 330 degrees and therefore built at an angle that would give it the number 33. The shuttle
broke up at 39 miles above Dallas (207,000 ft.). The shuttle took off from launch pad #39A.
Strangely, Disneyland, the “happiest place on earth,” also lies along the 33rd parallel, because Walt Disney
himself was, of course, a 33rd degree Freemason. Shortly after his death, an exclusive private club opened
up called Club 33, which is the only place in Disneyland where one can order an alcoholic beverage. It
costs $25,000 to join Club 33 and the membership fee is $10,000 a year. Some say the club got its name
from the original 33 corporate sponsors of Disneyland, which of course only adds to the obvious occult role
of the number 33. The absurd fantasies promoted by Walt Disney productions are psychologically corrupt

and play a major role in a child’s intellectual development. Many authors, researchers and responsible
parents have put together the obvious clues exposing the Disney Conspiracy, which includes the occult
magical practice of subliminal indoctrination.
Baalbek, Lebanon, the ancient site of Baal veneration, is home to the largest stone megaliths in the world
and was the primary location of ancient human sacrifice as carried out by the cult of the dying-god. The
latitude of the city of Baalbek, Lebanon is N. 34.000 exactly. The Roman site lies to the south and thus falls
within the 33rd Parallel.
Every state through which the 33rd Parallel passes allows for the death penalty: Alabama, Arizona,
California, New Mexico, Georgia, South Carolina, Mississippi, Arkansas, and Oklahoma. In fact, every
country through which the 33rd Parallel passes allows the death penalty (the only exception since the year
2000 is tiny Bermuda). These countries are: United States, Japan, China & occupied Tibet, India, Pakistan,
Afghanistan, Iran, Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia, Libya, Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, and Israel. According to some
researchers, evidence suggests that the 33rd Parallel is the criminal elite’s preferred ‘sacred line’ of activity.
Adding to this suggestion is the fact that the Iranian nuclear complex at Natanz is located at N 33.31 latitude,
and the largest nuclear reactor in the United States, the Palo Verde reactor, is located near Phoenix (the
fiery bird of rebirth), Arizona at latitude N 33.2320. Ultimately, the number 33 represents a trinity of 11’s,
and eleven is perhaps the most profound occult number. According to occult lore, “11” is the number of
magic itself.

The Number Eleven
If ten is the number which marks the perfection of divine order and completion, then 11 is an addition to it,
subversive and undoing that order. In a way, the number 11 represents an attempt to exceed perfection. It
is the number which marks disorder, disorganization, imperfection, and disintegration.
Aleister Crowly frequently wrote about the number 11, and considers it as the most important:
“Firstly, 11 is the number of magick itself. It is therefore suitable to all type of operation. Secondly, it is
the sacred number par excellence of the new aeon [“Age of Aquarius”]. As it is written in the book of the
law:… 11, as all their numbers who are of us.”
Crowly’s most repeated phrase, “Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the law.”(which he considered
the dictum of the new age) has 11 words and 11 syllables.
Corresponding to the number 11, anything with a base of 1 forms a pyramid:
1x1=1
11x11=121
111x111=12321
1111x1111=1234321
11111x11111=123454321

Eleven and the 9/11 Tragedy













September 11 is exactly 111 days to the end of the year.
Not only did the twin towers stand like an 11, they also took 11 years to construct from 1966-1977.
Channel 11 news in New York used the twin towers on their logo as the number 11.
The first plane to hit the first tower was flight 11. On that flight list, there were 11 crew members.
There were 92 passengers on that flight and 9 + 2 = 11.
The twin towers each had 110 stories.
The number of tower windows: 21,800 (2 + 1 + 8 + 0 + 0 = 11)
A is the first letter in the alphabet representing 1, and so American Airlines or AA resembles “11”
The total number of victims inside the planes amounted to 254, and September 11th is the 254th day
of the year. And, 2+5+4 = 11
Tower 7 (The “Salomon Brothers” building) had 47 stories and 4+7 = 11
The American Airlines number 1-800-245-0999 = 47 (4+7=11)
Of course the U.S. Emergency Services telephone number is 9-1-1
Beginning with American Airlines Flight 11, the other three planes had a sequential order:
United Airlines Flight 93 (9+3 = 12)
United Airlines Flight 175 (1+7+5 = 13)
American Airlines Flight 77 (7+7 = 14)





New York was the 11th state added to the constitution.
The Madrid bombing took place on 3/11/2004. (3+1+1+2+4 = 11)
Exactly 911 days separate the Madrid bombing and the 9/11 attacks.
The base of the statue of liberty has 11 points as seen when viewed from an aerial position.

The height of the statue of liberty from foot to head is exactly 111’1”.
(The corner stone of the statue of liberty was laid in a Masonic ceremony)

The Twin Towers were located at latitude 40.07 (4+7 = 11)
Using the simple English Alphanumeric value A=1, B=2, C=3 and Z=26, we have the following results:
NEW YORK = 111
CORRUPT = 111
ILLUSION = 111
New York City has 11 letters.
Afghanistan has 11 letters, and so does “Baghdad, Iraq” (modern day Baghdad is Ancient Babylon).
“The Tower of Babel” is the 11th Chapter of the Bible (the 11th Chapter of Genesis) and describes the first
attempt in known history to establish a global empire.
In Hebrew, the “Tower of Babel” (Migdal Bavel) has a numeric value of 111.
The word Freemasonry has 11 letters.
The word Rosicrucian has 11 letters.
The words Gog and Magog consist of 11 letters.
The letter “K” is the 11th letter of the alphabet, and the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) was fashioned after a
Freemasonic organization (Knights of the Golden Circle).
Iblis, the chief adversary (known as “Lucifer” in the Bible), is mentioned in the Koran 11 times in verses
2:34, 7:11, 15:31, 15:32, 17:61, 18:50, 20:116, 26:95, 34:20, 38:74, and 38:75.
11 years prior to 9/11/2001, Rashad Khalifa (the man who discovered the mathematical-scriptural miracle
of 19) was assassinated on January 31, 1990.
On February 27, 1989, the 11th Majlis al-Fuqaha (Council of Religious Scholars) met in Mecca and branded
Khalifa an “infidel,” arranging for his assassination the following year by placing on him a one- milliondollar bounty. Khalifa’s martyrdom was the result of al-Qaeda’s first attack on American soil, giving birth
to the rise of “Islamic” terrorism in the United States.
Moreover, the number 9 represents transition, an ending, or completion of decree.
In 1981, a book was written by Ernest L. Martin called, ‘The Birth of Christ Recalculated’ wherein he
calculated the birth date of Jesus based on the celestial charts in accordance with the star of Bethlehem.
Martin concluded that Jesus was born on September 11, 3 B.C.E and his book was released in 1981 long
before the 9/11 attacks.
The words Jesus Christ consist of 11 letters.
There are only 11 occurrences of the word “Messiah” in the Koran.

In Great Britain, as well as other places around the globe, on the 11th hour of the 11th day of the 11th month,
“Remembrance Day” is celebrated whereby ‘war deaths’ are honored. In other words, human sacrifice is
celebrated.
On 9/11, there were 65 passengers on flight 77. (6 + 5 = 11) And of course 77 is 7x11
77 is the mark of the revenge of Lamech, a biblical character whose descendant, Tubal-Cain is said to be
the forefather of Hiram Abiff. The Bible says the following about the mark of the revenge of Lamech:
“And Lamech said unto his wives, Adah and Zillah, ‘Hear my voice: ye wives of Lamech, hearken unto
my speech: for I have slain a man to my wounding, and a young man to my hurt. If Cain shall be avenged
sevenfold, truly Lamech seventy and sevenfold.’” Genesis 4: 23-24
777 NYC firemen died in the line of duty prior to 9/11.
On 9/11, 343 NYC firemen died, and 343 = 7x7x7
But here’s the weirdest part:
Alphanumeric value of THE PENTAGON = 125
Alphanumeric value of THE WORLD TRADE CENTER = 218
125+218 = 343
And 343 NYC firemen died on 9/11
TWA 800 took off from JFK Airport on Wednesday evening, July 17, 1996, and exploded a few minutes
later over the Atlantic Ocean, near Long Island. Swiss Air 111 took off from the same airport on Wednesday
evening, 9/2, (9+2=11) 1998, and went down in flames into the Atlantic Ocean off the province of Nova
Scotia, Canada. The number of weeks between these two accidents is exactly 111, the same as the Swiss
Air flight number. 111 weeks is 777 days (the mark of the revenge of Lamech). Also note that Aleister
Crowley is renowned for his book 777:

Now let us examine September 11th in history:

















September 11, 1609 -- The explorer Henry Hudson sailed into New York harbor and “discovered”
Manhattan Island and the Hudson River, the very location on which the Twin Towers were
constructed.
September 11, 1772 -- About 300 Indians and 50 British soldiers began the siege of Fort Henry.
Researchers and historians of this siege are puzzled by the meaning of a comment in a document
describing these events. It was recorded in a letter written by Lydia Cruger (11 letters), and it seems
a fitting comment to this section. She wrote, “The siege commenced about sun an hour high,
Monday, 11th, at all events, the 11th.”
September 11, 1776 -- A failed peace conference with the British was held. The war that had begun
on April 19, 1776 (the first day of the 13-day Satanic celebration, “The Bloody Sacrifice of the
Beast”) continued. After the fall of New York to the British, a Peace Conference was held between
General Howe and three prominent representatives of the Continental Congress - Benjamin
Franklin, John Adams and Edward Rutledge. After taking the Americans key city, Howe thought
he was entitled to a peace settlement. The Americans, having declared independence in July,
considered separation from England as non-negotiable. The conference of Sept. 11, 1776, ended
and the war continued for seven years.
September 11, 1777 -- The first day the American flag was used in battle at the Battle of
Brandywine.
September 11, 1857 – Controversial Mormon teachings culminated in what became known as the
Mountain Meadows Massacre.
September 11, 1922 -- Despite Arab protests, a British mandate was proclaimed in Palestine. The
mandate came into effect at the end of September 1922.
September 11, 1941 -- The first U.S. Army crosses the border into German territory.
September 11, 1941 -- Soil was broke to begin constructing the Pentagon.
September 11, 1972 -- The world was introduced to the propagandized concept of “terrorism” at
the 1972 Munich Olympic Games. There were 121 participating countries (11x11 = 121), and 11
Israeli athletes were killed. Exactly 29 years (2+9 = 11) after this terrorist horror ended, another
more despicable horror occurred – the September 11, 2001 attacks.
September 11, 1973 -- Chilean President Salvador Allende is killed in a brutal, violent military
coup led by General Augusto Pinochet. Henry Kissinger was strongly implicated in this attack, the
same man in charge of the 9/11 Investigation.
September 11, 1990 -- At exactly 9:09pm, President George Herbert Walker Bush spoke before a
joint session of Congress, regarding the Persian Gulf War, exactly 11 years prior to 9/11/2001. The
speech was titled “Toward a New World Order.” Among other topics, he stated that the war
presented an opportunity for a “new world order” to emerge.

An interesting note aside: If you are familiar with Microsoft Word, have you ever wondered about the
weird fonts that appear to be some kind of code language? If you are near a computer, open Microsoft Word
and do the following:
1. Type in capitals Q33 NY.
2. Highlight the Q33 NY and change the font size to 48.
3. Change the actual font to WINGDINGS.

Q33NY


NYC


By now, the occult significance of “33” and “NYC” are obvious. However, what could the “Q” mean?
“K” the 11th letter is substituted for “Q” in the Phoenician (English).
“Q” is the 17th letter of the alphabet, and recall that “17” is associated with Gog and Magog in the Quran.
Kabbalah is often spelled with a “Q” instead of a “K.”
James Bond, known as 007, had a magician named Q. Recall that the magician John Dee, who founded the
British Empire and the British Secret Service, was known secretly as 007, from which the fictional James
Bond character is derived.

